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Message from 
the Director
INVESTING IN LOCAL AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS 
IS KEY TO ERADICATING HUNGER 

The year 2021 was crucial for Green Pedal. It’s difficult disassocia-
te it from COVID-19. It has been a year marked by the persisten-
ce of the pandemic and its harsh consequences, despite the 
fact that in the "more developed countries" we have begun to 
see the light at the end of the tunnel. For organizations like ours, 
it has been the year to put into practice all what we learned 
during the 2020 lockdown gave us: We learned that the world 

can move more slowly, that another pace of growth was possi-
ble...Hard times are almost always an opportunity to think about 
how to do better. In 2021 Green Pedal has grown decisively – and 
sustainably.

Global inequalities have continued to increase, which makes it 
more difficult to end world hunger, food insecurity and malnutri-
tion in all its forms. Problems in supply chains, high transportation 
costs and other disruptions have increased food prices and infla-
tion. The pandemic has brought more and greater economic 
crises, causing high rates of unemployment and loss of purcha-
sing power, negatively affecting the quantity and quality of food 
consumed by millions of people.

At the start of 2022 the situation of global hunger still is bleak. 
More than 3 billion people cannot afford a healthy diet – almost 
40% of global population. The conflict between Russia and Ukraine 
and the resulting dependency on cereals, fertilizers or energy con-
sumption highlight the fragility of our global food system. Is this 
the agri-food model we aspire to? Is our energy model sustaina-
ble? At Green Pedal, we reaffirm ourselves. We will not be able to 
end hunger if we continue to bet on the old environmentally des-
tructive models of socioeconomic development that have prevai-
led for decades in many parts of the planet. We must invest in 
sustainable and local food systems, where people are treated with 
dignity and rural women are agents of change. We believe in the 
professionalization of an agriculture that is sustainable and 
responsive to the threat of climate change, as a cornerstone to end 
hunger. Therefore, all we do, we do with respect for our planet.

These global trends have also impacted millions of Mozambican 
families. Hunger, agricultural instability, food shortages, rising 
prices, climate change and loss of purchasing power have been a 
repetitive pattern that affecting the family farmers we support. At 

Green Pedal we have worked throughout the year to support more 
families accessing sustainable irrigation systems. In 2021 we have 
installed more than 40 new water bike-pumps and reinforced our 
solar irrigation systems. Our innovations have shown their poten-
tial to reduce carbon emissions, while fighting hunger.

We invested in sustainable production and healthy diets, working 
hand in hand with family farmers to introduce and foster climate 
resilient agro ecology. Women have been our agents of change, 
especially those that joined us in 2021. Laura has lead our commu-
nication strategy from Spain and Elisa has become our first Tech-
nician in our Waterpumpbike Team responsible for installing the 
bikes for many families in 2021. 

In this context, we would like to share our Annual Report 2021 in 
which we portray with the utmost transparency, passion and 
professionalism our work achieved so far. 

We would love to hear from you if you have questions about our 
activities in 2021, would like to get to know our team better or want 
to brainstorm with us on how to improve our work and strengthen 
our impact in Mozambique.
Let me say here, that none of this would have been possible 
without your continuous support. 

Thank you for trusting and believing in us. 

Hugo Coll Dalmau 
Director and Founder of Green Pedal
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The year 2021 was crucial for Green Pedal. It’s difficult disassocia-
te it from COVID-19. It has been a year marked by the persisten-
ce of the pandemic and its harsh consequences, despite the 
fact that in the "more developed countries" we have begun to 
see the light at the end of the tunnel. For organizations like ours, 
it has been the year to put into practice all what we learned 
during the 2020 lockdown gave us: We learned that the world 

Dear friends,

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your many com-
passionate actions - as volunteers, community leaders and con-
tributors - and what they have meant to our community, our 
Green Pedal team, and to me, both professionally and persona-
lly.

I’m personally committed to Green Pedal, and our teams in 
Mozambique, Spain and across the globe. We will continue 
looking for associations and organizations that support our mis-
sion. We are currently working with Rise Against Hunger to get 
a solid partnership in the near future! More to come!

Sincerely,

Oriol Sánchez
Founder of Green Pedal
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tion in all its forms. Problems in supply chains, high transportation 
costs and other disruptions have increased food prices and infla-
tion. The pandemic has brought more and greater economic 
crises, causing high rates of unemployment and loss of purcha-
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consumed by millions of people.
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resilient agro ecology. Women have been our agents of change, 
especially those that joined us in 2021. Laura has lead our commu-
nication strategy from Spain and Elisa has become our first Tech-
nician in our Waterpumpbike Team responsible for installing the 
bikes for many families in 2021. 

In this context, we would like to share our Annual Report 2021 in 
which we portray with the utmost transparency, passion and 
professionalism our work achieved so far. 

We would love to hear from you if you have questions about our 
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Hugo Coll Dalmau 
Director and Founder of Green Pedal
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2

Decent work and representation in economic
decision-making processes. 

DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

Adopt sustainable measures that protect 
ecosystem and mitigate the impacts of 
climate change. 

CLIMATE ACTION

Provide irrigation systems where clean ener-
gies are the protagonists.

AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY

8

A successful sustainable agenda requires local
partnerships between governments, the priva-
te sector, and civil society.

PARTNERSHIPS

Efficient resource management, regenerative 
agricultural practices and sustainable produc-
tion.

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION

17

Local and organic agriculture provide nutritious
food and generate sustainable income. 

ZERO HUNGER

We create opportunities for all women and
men, with equal pay for equal work. 

GENDER EQUALITY

2
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7

13

12

10

Empower and promote social inclusion, local
economics, and civil participation for all.

REDUCED INEQUALITIES

Our
strategy
WHAT ARE OUR OBJECTIVES FOR SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT? 
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Our
philosophy
AGROECOLOGY AND CLEAN ENERGIES FEEDING THOUSANDS

Mission
Empower rural communities to develop sustainable and local
food systems.

Vision
Food sovereignty as a tool to eradicate poverty, hunger and
inequality in rural communities.

Values
In Green Pedal we work with respect for community and environ-
ment. Thanks to having a collaborative spirit, we practice trans-
parency and accountability to those who we serve. Our work 
prioritizes harmony with both people and nature. This allows us to
promote and preserve local traditions and customs.
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The
organization

2
PEOPLE 

CONTRACTED

7
TECHNICIANS 
IN THE FIELD

131
AFFILIATES

10
VOLUNTEERS

We are a non-profit association that 
works with a deep respect for rural 
communities and the environment. 

Our mission is to empower Mozam-
bican family farmers to develop 
local and sustainable food systems. 

Our team consists of 9 professionals 
and 10 volunteers who work and 
cooperate to end hunger and pover-
ty in Mozambique.

Our  Board of Trustees is made up 
of:  
- President: Hugo Coll;
- Vicepresident: Enrique Sierra; 
- Secretary: Sara Rancaño; 
- Treasurer: Cristian Patiño;  
- Spokes: María García y Celia Rodrí-
guez.

In 2020 we registered Green Pedal in 
the United States. We are in 
Hoboken, in the state of New Jersey, 
PMB#337 330 Washington St. 
Hoboken, NJ 07030. 

Our head office is located at C / 
Alameda, 22, Madrid, where our 
organization is registered by its Spa-
nish name Azada Verde. We also 
have delegations in different com-
munities in Spain. 

In 2021 we registered our organiza-
tion in Mozambique itself - Azada 
Verde Moçambique and share our 
office with our long-term local part-
ners ESMABAMA who has been pro-
moting development programs in 
the region for more than three deca-
des.
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Team

Hugo
Founder & Project Coordinator

Luís
Water Pump Bike Technician

Felipe
Water Pump Bike Technician

Filimone
Water Pump Bike Technician

Julieta
Content Manager (Volunteer)

Elisa
Water Pump Bike Technician

Laura
Communication & Design 
Coordinator

Samuel
Country Project Coordinator

José
School of Peace Project 
Coordinator

Sete
Agriculture Projects 
Coordinator

Ute
Social & Environmental 
specialist (Volunteer)

Oriol
Fundraising Companies & 
Foundations (Volunteer)
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1. Geography and climate, Mozambique is already suffering from 
some of the cruelest consequences of the climate crisis and serves 
as a prelude to what could happen to countries further north. Wor-
king in Mozambique can serve as a warning to the rest of the world 
and be a great incubator for solution to adapt and mitigate the 
effects of climate change. 

2. Dependency on agriculture. More than 70% of the population 
depends subsistence agriculture where practically all plots are rain 
fed, with hardly any external agricultural inputs. Agricultural 
production is due to draughts and irregular rainfalls often unsustai-
nable and insufficient to cover basic food needs.

3. Human development index. Mozambique is listed 181st out of a 
total of 189 countries on the Human Development Index. The rates 
of severe food insecurity and malnutrition exceed 50% of the popula-
tion in several provinces of the country, placing Mozambique among 
the poorest countries on the planet.

Why
Mozambique?
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Our work
in 2021

We believe that local and 
sustainable food systems are key to 
fighting hunger, poverty and 
inequality. 

We are committed to the importance 
of empowering the population to 
achieve a professionalization of 
sustainable agriculture, where 
women are agents of change.

Climate
change

Sustainable 
Agriculture Gender
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During the last 5 years, in the rural communi-
ties where Green Pedal works, the population 
has suffered from strong droughts (2016 and 
2019) and strong cyclones and floods (2019 
and 2021), leaving them without harvests, 
causing hunger and malnutrition in its wake. 

According to the International Fund for Agri-
cultural Development (IFAD), a United 
Nations specialized agency predicting the 
impacts of climate change, temperatures in 
Mozambique will rise by 2 degrees by 2050. 

In addition, the amount of water during the 
rainy seasons will be reduced by 12% and 
delays and irregularities of rainy seasons are 
expected. Access to water will be reduced. 

Therefore it is urgent to take measures to 
adapt to the effects caused by climate 
change and to design and implement 
actions aimed at guaranteeing food security 
and agricultural production for our beneficia-
ries. Access to irrigation is key strategies to 
guarantee the food security of millions of 
households in the country.

At Green Pedal we are commit-
ted to sustainable irrigation 
systems because we believe 
that clean energy is the way to 
help small farming families to 
ensure their production, 
improve their income and 
diversify their diet.

141
FAMILY FARMERS BENEFITED 

Climate
change

Sustainable 
Agriculture Gender
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We help two Agricultural Associations that are located in the 
communities of Massane and Nhaumue. The latter also has a 
solar irrigation system. 

During 2021, the 518 beneficiaries who make up the associations, 
harvested a total of 36,980 lbs of vegetables.

During 2021, we manufactured 42 new Bike-Bombs. That brings 
us to a total of 67 installed Water Pump Bkes in the Chibabava 
and Buzi districts. 

As a result, our 469 beneficiaries were able to harvest a total of 
20,461 lbs of vegetables.

Solar irrigation systems Water Pump Bikes for development

Climate
change

Sustainable 
Agriculture Gender
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Thanks to our agricultural projects, 
such as Water Pump Bikes and 
Agricultural Associations, and rege-
nerative agriculture practices, 
family farmers had access to water 
throughout the year, including the 
dry months. 

During 2021, each family harvested 
an average of 405 lbs of vegetables, 
of which 70% was for sale in local 
markets and the remaining 30% 
was for their own consumption. 

They have achieved a healthier diet 
and obtained income to cover 
other basic needs.

Unfortunately, the situation of 
hunger, food insecurity and mal-
nutrition on the planet does not 
tend to improve. 

The situation of chronic hunger 
has increased by 60 million in the 
last 5 years. It is estimated that 3 
billion people in the world do not 
have access to healthy diets, for 
example, 57% of the population 
of Sub-Saharan Africa cannot 
afford to eat healthy food. 

If we really want to end hunger in 
the coming years, it is important 
to commit to sustainable and 
local food systems so that fami-
lies have access to healthy diets. 

Working to achieve these diets 
will improve health and the prac-
tice of sustainable agriculture, 
will take care of the planet and 
will reduce the emission of 
greenhouse gases.

57,441
POUNDS OF VEGETABLES

Climate
change

Sustainable 
Agriculture Gender
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Poverty and the inability to make deci-
sions keep people from getting ahead and 
disproportionally affect women and girls. 

In Mozambique women travel long 
distances to fetch water, shell and grind 
corn, and take care of the family plot. 
They represent 43% of the agricultural 
workforce and produce between 60% and 
80% of food crops. With men often wor-
king outside the home, women are heads 
of their households. 

The effects of climate change leave 
women and girls vulnerable and depen-
dent on natural resources for domestic 
and agricultural tasks. Normally they are 
the ones who reduce food intake and 
suffer more from the effects of malnutri-
tion within the family nucleus. In Mozam-
bique, 16.5 % of pregnancies are prematu-
re.

Furthermore, stress and hardship can lead 
to violent behavior and sexual aggression 
towards women.

Women and girls have a key role 
to play as agents of change. 

In 2021, 54% of the families we 
support are headed by women. 

Now, they have sustainable 
irrigation systems to ensure 
their food, diversify their diet 
and obtain their first income. In 
addition, in our Schools for 
Peace, almost 100 girls have 
access to education, healthy 
food and medical care.

163
WOMEN AND GIRLS HAVE 
RECEIVED DIRECT SUPPORT 
THROUGH OUR PROJECTS

Climate
change

Sustainable 
Agriculture Gender
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70,920 $

3,618 $

3,055 $

564 $

67,302 $

21,463 $

FINANCIAL YEAR OF GREEN PEDAL & AZADA VERDE

Financial 
management 
The origin and use of the funds raised in both Green 
Pedal and Azada Verde (our headquarters in Spain) 
during 2021 are shown in dolars. 

The income obtained has been higher than the 
previous year. Specifically, the organization has 
raised 15,908 $ more than in 2020. 

The 2021 financial year as a whole has closed, in 
economic terms, with a negative result of 3,169 $. 

It is worth highlighting the incorporation of two new 
members to the team. Specifically, Laura joined our 
headquarters in Spain, in charge of design and 
communication. Elisa joined the Water Pump Bikes 
technical team in Mozambique. 

Additionally, our donor base has also grown, which 
will allow the organization to grow more sustainably.

INCOMES

Green Pedal

Partners

Donors

Azada Verde

Partners

Donors

Large Donors

Companies

Universities

Private Fundations

67,750 $

2,296 $

1,821 $

475 $

65,454 $

23,390 $

12,458 $

9,462 $

8,358 $

6,268 $

5,518 $

EXPENSES

Green Pedal

Development 
Cooperation 
Programs

Administration

Azada Verde

Development 
Cooperation 
Programs

Administration

45,839 $

34,47 %

18,36 %13,95 %

12,32 %

9,23 %

8,13 %
3,54 %

64,48 %

30,20 %
5,32 %
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Development Cooperation Programs Administration

3,055 $

564 $

84 %

16 %

1,821 $

475 $

79 %

21 %

EXPENSES 3,618 $INCOMES 2,296 $

Green Pedal financial management

Patners Donors

Azada Verde financial management

45,839 $

21,463 $

Development Cooperation Programs Administration

68 %

32 %

9,462 $

6,268 $

5,518 $

8,358 $
23,390 $

12,458 $

Patners Donors Large Donors Companies

Universities Private Fundations

36 %

19 %
14 %

13 %

10 %

8 %

EXPENSES 67,302 $INCOMES 65,454 $
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Financial 
management

40,10 %

12,00 %
44,43 %

3,47%

DISTRIBUTION

Water Pump Bikes

Agricultural Associations

School of Peace

Boarding Schools

Green Pedal Total

3,055 $

1,000 $

1,000 $

527 $

527 $

50,298 $

22,703 $

20,395 $

5,447 $

1,753 $

Azada Verde

53,352 $

23,703 $

21,395 $

5,974 $

2,280 $

FUNDS DISTRIBUTION PER YEAR
2018 5,553 $

2019 36,878 $

2020 47,659 $

2021 53,352 $

INCOME PER YEAR
2018 6,078 $

2019 45,712 $

2020

2021

50,067 $

2021 67,750 $

FUNDS DISTRIBUTION PER PROJECT GREEN PEDAL & AZADA VERDE
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Our
projects
We ensure that rural 
communities have control 
over the food they 
produce, market and 
consume. 

Moreover, we improve the 
diet of children in the 
community and reducing 
the gender inequality gap.

Agricultural 
Associations

Water Pump 
Bikes

School of 
Peace

Boarding 
schools
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Our Water Pump Bikes for 
Development are low-cost, 
ecological solutions with a high 
social impact that guarantee, 
with the strength of their legs, 
access to water and food 
security for families without 
resources or in a situation of 
vulnerability.

469
PEOPLE

 • 

Agricultural 
Associations

Water Pump 
Bikes

School of 
Peace

Boarding 
schools
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Our Agricultural Associations 
are initiatives that reduce the 
instability of production, increa-
se the number of cultivated 
hectares with access to water, 
diversify diets and increase 
family income. 

The Massane Association has 
44 families, whose heads of 
family are 25 women and 19 
men. 

The Nhaumue Association is 
made up of 30 families, repre-
sented by 24 women and 6 
men.

518
PEOPLE

Agricultural 
Associations

Water Pump 
Bikes

School of 
Peace

Boarding 
schools
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Our Schools of Peace is a social initiati-
ve that offers comprehensive care to 
orphaned and vulnerable minors, to 
guarantee them a more dignified 
future.

We provide access to the most basic 
needs such as education, health, food, 
clothing or even a place to sleep.

200
BOYS AND GIRLS

Agricultural 
Associations

Water Pump 
Bikes

School of 
Peace

Boarding 
schools
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The boarding schools managed by our 
local partner ESMABAMA host pupils 
studying in rural schools and aim to 
ensure and vary the diet of more than 
2,200 boys and girls from rural 
communities in the province of Sofala.

667
BOYS AND GIRLS

Agricultural 
Associations

Water Pump 
Bikes

School of 
Peace

Boarding 
schools
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Beneficiaries 2021
Antonio Joao Chirigo • Armando Joao • Armando Albino • Armando Madungue • Elisa Joao • Farias Luis Farias • Francisco Paulino • Guilherme Faife • 
Helena Elias • Jose Paulo Manuel •  Luisa Faife Magure • Luis Mateus • Paulo Jose Mabor • Robson Pita Muyambo • Simao Gabriel Luis • Cecilia Daniel 
• Daniel Meque • Filipe Noe Nduma • Joaquim Mateus • Rosa Mateus • Rosalina Mateus Camisola • Sara Antonio • Simao Tauzene • Vitorina Filipe • 

Vitoria Joao Sithole • Amelia Jeremiasc • Agostinho Mateus • Fina Manuel • Fina Joao • Francisco Noe Lingoa • Luis Joaquim • Jossias Mateus • 
Manuel Augusto • Mauricio Tazwizua Massora • Fernando Joaquim • Cristina Joaquim • Tersa Joaquim • Rosa Fernando • Rosa Jose • Amelia Lucas • 

Angelina Cuboia • Anita Manuel • Antonio Alberto • Arone Mateus • Augusta Moises • Augusto Saize • Camilo Fernando • Daniel Mapunga • Deiça 
Manuel • Diogo Jossefa • Dominga Joao • Dorca Filimone • EvaJ oao • Filipe Mistera • Francisco Joao • Ines Manuel • Jeremias Manuel • Joao 

Chimonha • Joao Filimone • Joao Mateus • Jovane Manhanga • Julieta Joaquim • Julieta Manuel • Lucas Guiane • Lucas Mateus • Lucia Fernando • 
Luisa Mateus • Madalena Joao • Maria Joao • Maruzana Armando • Micas Mateus • Nelson Afonso • Pedro Manuel • Rosa Moises • Rosita Geremias • 
Sainete Jossefa • Sara Carimo • Sara Chamusse • Sara Chitondo • Sarafina Noe • Teresa Antonio • Teresa Joao • Vitoria Mateus • Anita Fernando • 

Anita Mateus • Beatriz Zuca • Belina Armando • Calorina Armando • Cidalia Joao • Constancia Lucas • Domingos Paulo • Ema Dos Santos • Enia 
Manuel • Fatima Costodio • Gloria FernandoInes Zacarias • Julia Orlando • Laurinda Filipe • Lucia Antonio • Maria Manguiza • Mario Marucuto • Marta 

Joao • Natalia Joaquim • Paulina Armando • Sarafina Mateus • Solomona Armando • Vasco Mateus Chicotera • Ana Jose Fernando • Armando 
Mario • Andre Jose Marrime • Celina Manuel Joao • Celina Johane • Domingas Joaquim • Fina Fernando Antonio • Fernando Joaquim • Joaquim 

Jone • Jose Joao Maquero • Joao Delico • Joao Samuel Mugadui • Lucas Joao Delico • Luisa Alberto • Maracane Mandava • Marta Alberto • Marta 
Fernando Malinga • Mateus Filipe Massora • Marta Samuel Mugadui • Maria Jose Paulo Munhica • Rosa Manhaure • Samuel Cuchama • Sara Alberto 

• Teresa Filipe Andre • Vasco Armando Mapangue • Virginia Joaquim • Zacarias Muchanga • Abel Bernardo • Amélia Fernando • Amélia Filipe • 
Amélia João • André Adriano  • Angelina Luís • Anita Francisco • Anita Júlio • Armando Guilherme • Armando Mateus • Arminda Félix João • Arminda 
José • Belina Francisco • Belina Francisco • Braim Francisco • Cândida Luís • Celina Lucas • Cristina Alberto • Cristina Joaquim • Domingas Mateus • 

Domingos Lázaro • Elias Lucas • Elisa Afonso • Elisa João • Ernesto Titos • Fátima Carlos • Fátima Manuel • Filipe Fernando • Filipe Francisco • Filipe 
Jossias Armando • Filipe Simione • Helena Jossias • Isabel Mateus • Jaime Bernardo • Joana Armando • João Armando • João Fernando Sebastião • 

José Mateus Maruzana • Jossefa Mateus Jossefa • Jovana Júlio • Madalena Noé • Manuel Mateus Jossefa • Maria Armando • Maria Francisco • 
Maria Luís Manuel • Marques Estévão Bento • Mateus Armando • Moisés Ernesto • Noé João • Noé Jossias Mateus • Pedro José • Pedro Mateus • 

Rabeca Ernesto • Rosinet Manuel • Rosita Agostinho • Rosita João • Rosita Jossias • Samuel João • Sara Bernardo • Sónia Marcelino • Timóteo Lázaro 
• Titos Adriano • Zacarias Mateus Marozana • Belina Albino • Dilson Manuel • Eurico Filipe Fernando • Fátima TomásFilipe Armando • Filipe Manuel • 
Isabel Issaca • Isabel Simão Chinhumbo • Isabel Vasco • Joana Pedro • João Armando • João Manuel • José Manuel • José Manuel Moiana • Luisa 
Noé • Luísa Titos • Manuel Titosse • Maria João Maruzana • Marta Noé • Mateus Armando • Mateus Elias • Paulo Agostinho Mapulango • Rita Filipe 

Rosa Samuel • Rujane David • Samuel Issaca • Samuel Titos • Sara Francisco • Sarifa Aníbal • Simone Albino • Titos Samuel • Vasco Jossias Tivana • 
Victória Noé • Acácio Vasco • Anita Mateus • Bartolomeu Zacarias • Biute Moisés • Celina Abel • Celina Titosse • Costa Mateus • Ernesto Armando • 

Eugénio Francisco • Fabião João • Felizarda Fernando • Helena Rui • João Alberto • Laquinha Mateus • Lídia José • Luisa Custódio • Madalena Mateus 
• Maria Ernesto • Maria Ernesto • Maria Francisco • Maria Mateus • Mário João • Mateus Sebastião Massumbine • Paulo Filipe • Paulo Mateus • Paulo 

Rui • Quinho Manuel • Samuel Armando • Titosse João • Tomás Alberto • Vasco Timóteo • Victor Abel • Zacarias Augusto • Alficha Mandega • António 
Armando • António João • Armando Jacob • Armindo António • Celeste Jeremias • Edulde Pedro • Elias Ernesto • Elisa Lucas • Ernesto Armando • 

Esperança José • Esperança Manuel • Filipe Joao • Francisco Agostinho • Gabriel Lucas • Gimo Pedro • João Mário • João Titosse • Joaquim Jacob • 
Júlia António • Luisa António • Madalena Pedro • Mariela Mateus • Moiasse Pedro • Paulo Jeremias • Paulo João Seventine • Rabeca Luís Tomo • 

Rabeca Maruzana • Romega Titos • Rosa David • Sara Jaime • Saruzai José • Sebastião Fernando • Teresa Zacarias • Tomo Luís • Tomo Wilsone • 
Paulo Mateus • Zacarias Mário • Zacarias Mateus • Amélia Armando • Ana Isaias • António Zacarias • Augusta Mateus Chinamua • Augusto Mateus • 
Celina Paulo • Celma Liva China Queroz • Elisa Timóteo • Essita António • Euclídio Manuel • Eugénia Mário • Eugénio Alberto • Fátima José • Felizmina 
Armando • Francisco da Cruz Alexandre • Gonsalves Fernando • Helena RaúlIde Francisco • Joaquim Samuel • Joaquim Zacarias • Manuel Filipe • 

Manuel Joaquim • Maria Alberto Mário Teófilo • Melucha Euzébio • Paulo Carlitos • Raul Luís Mathangue • Rosa Queroz • Samuel Wilson • Teresa 
Joaquim • Tomás Francisco • Vasco Francisco • Viriginia Joaquim • Zacarias Alberto
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Where 
we work

WE ARE ALREADY 
393 GREEN PEDALS 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

107

121

16

149

Spanish delegations

Andalucía, Aragón,Catalunya, 
Castilla y León, Comunitat 
Valenciana, Extremadura, 

Euskadi, Galicia, Illes Balears, 
Islas Canarias y Murcia.

MOZAMBIQUE

SPAIN

USA

Province of Sofala

Distrit of Chibabava
 Location of Toronga

Distrit ofvBuzi
 Location ofvEstaquinha
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Events 2021

January

Accenture Foundation Competition
FEBRUARY
The Accenture Foundation organized 
a contest on Spotify for NGOs on 
music lists.

Worldcoo Grant
JANUARY
Worldcoo financed the installation 
of 5 Water Pump Bikes.

UPF Grant
MARCH
Pompeu Fabra University subsidized 5 
Water Pump Bikes.

Azada Verde 
Moçambique
JULY
We registered the 
association in Mozambique.

Reforestation project
DECEMBER
GSTIC approved the new 
reforestation project in collaboration 
with Climate lab, Reseed, ESMABAMA 
and Azada Verde.

Subvención Granada
DECEMBER
The Granada Provincial Council 
approved the subsidy to install a new 
solar irrigation system in the community 
of Massane.

UPF Solidària Event
OCTOBER 
Participation in the 8th edition of the Fira UPF 
Solidària with the aim of creating synergies 
between the public and participants.

Coffee to Ithaca Event
OCTOBER
In collaboration with Impact Hub Madrid 
and Foundspot, we share a breakfast 
where we talk about our latest 
campaign.

October

October December

DECEMBER
Campaign to buy food 
baskets for boys and girls.

#ADifferentChristmas 

OCTOBER
Crowdfunding campaign to raise 
funds for an irrigation system

Solar irrigation for Massane

NOVEMBER
Contest organized by 
@BikeCanine focused on 
social projects.

BecaCanine

BSO “Cultiva tu futuro”
NOVEMBER
We released our first song “Cultiva tu futuro” 
(Cultivate your future) together with Hispanic 
and Mozambican musicians. Listen on: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydR2_-pvlaM
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Thank you



www.greenpedal.org

You can also find us at:

facebook.com/greenpedal.orglinkedin.com/company/green-pedal twitter.com/GreenPedal@greenpedal

AGROECOLOGY AND CLEAN ENERGY FEED THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE

green pedal


